
I have been attacking (torturing, harassing, simulating politic economic, sex rape, mind-
controlled family treating conflict and business & financial terrorizing). Perpetrators 
modified the facts of my memory and brain erasing. Perpetrators usually used the 
animations and voices of U.S well-known people, economic people and politicians during 
torture and harassing by satellite mind control weapon (television & radio media hacking 
and dream manipulation), satellite microwave weapon, and directed energy weapon. I was 
jailed at home and the mind was jailed. I am now not belongs perpetrators’ government as 
bellow story. I have been remaining company owner business but perpetrators attempted 
to terrorize all incomes and end inheritance-blooding marrying relationship. Perpetrators 
attempted to abuse (paint bad and will notify these backing to) many powerful people 
including politicians of the moving next countries of perpetrators’ thought. I am 
attempting to find and save persuade evidences and I wonder that obtained evidences 
above are unsure persuade evidences. I attempted to record ultra low/ high frequencies 
around and sent to Investigation for decoding. Perpetrators attempted to torture me to out 
of energy and bio-energy of my brain to stop finding brainwave recording equipments. I 
hope you will help to find the evidences of perpetrators’ international criminals network. 
Perpetrators controlled my family to move out of current city for treating to isolate me 
from where my story and evidences occurred. Following is more information of my story 
in brief and full.
 
Under many years tortured and violated in Vietnam business by satellite mind control 
and satellite microwave weapon of "Common Properties" Vietcombank and Public's 
Securities in Vietnam, I could not live like a human. Perpetrators erased my English skills 
by satellite brain erasing weapon. Because perpetrators did not want me to use English, I 
had to give up my class in an English Center and gave up studying at home. In 2008, 
perpetrators used above weapons to enforce me leave some classes that I was 
studying. Perpetrators tortured and harassed for bribes everyday. Perpetrators attempted 
to terrorize my finance and business for dropping me down to be out of money step by 
step and will join their criminals network. I want to tell the torture and violation for bribes 
in brief as following:-
 
My story in brief:
 
- 9/2002: Established food trading company. Business is alright. 
 
- 2003: Open wider to trading more products. My company opened an account at 
Vietcombank to make a payment for oversea partners. Vietcombank is possessed of 
“Common Properties” government in Vietnam. For that, under-table money for them is 
certain and non-stop at this level. By “tricks of requesting under-table money”, staffs of 
Vietcombank requested more under-table money. I also gave money to them but they did 
not stop at this. What they want are my good-selling products and making profitable for 
my company. They wanted to eat “all”: money, business and brain data later. After, they 
purposely harassed my girlfriend in trouble for requesting more money. My girlfriend and I 
argued together for that. And my girlfriend said “Vietnam country is that: harassing for 
bribes, pestering for bribes. And do not like them”. She broke-up with me for that 
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harassing action. I was shocked. I was extremely up-set and told the truth to Tuoi Tre 
newspaper and Thanh Nien newspaper via internet but no any sound responded from 
them. In disorder status, I did not care that newspapers are from “Common Properties” 
Party. After I knew that newspapers made a cover of tricking Vietnamese. 
 
- In the middle of 2003, I was received many notifies of killing by under-cover faces to rob 
my business. My brain was read by them at that time. I was monitored by under-cover 
faces or organized gang stalking of Vietcombank. 
 
- In 2004 to 2009, Vietcombank and their devil hands continuously warned to kill me, 
brutally torture and sometimes enforced to leave Vietnam. They knew everything about me 
such as mind, facts in past, memory, plan to do as study abroad, feelings, everything 
including control my behavior, moto and what to say. Vietcombank’s devil hands are many 
people of “Common Properties” Public’s Securities. Weapons they used are Satellite Mind 
Control weapon and Satellite Microwave weapon. These weapon used for warfare. They 
used satellite microwave weapon to shoot my brain till to be crazy and closing death. 
They, “Common Properties” Vietcombank and Public’s Securities, are bloodthirsty and 
brutal devils. They are criminals against to humanity. 

Strait Times Singapore: Here’s a tip: Things in Vietnam work if the price is right
Comment of a Vietnamese in oversea:
As a Vietnamese living overseas, I feel ashamed of the corruption in Vietnam. I do hope 
Singaporeans who come to do business in Vietnam will set up good examples for local 
government official and people there. I feel much more ashamed by saying so when 
Vietnam has to need outside people to help them clean themselves… “What makes the 
situation worse is that corruption in Vietnam is not discussed openly because of tight 
state censorship”. Vietnam Communist Government disgraces their people!
Posted by: Danchimviet07 at Mon Sep 17 10:02:55 SGT 2007 
 
The Japan Times: Four bribes to Vietnam official tied to PCI exec
According to Public Opinion, people fingered bribes in ODA are “Common Properties” 
Government Chairman Nguyen Minh Triet, “Common Properties” Secretary Le Thanh Hai 
of their HCMC, “Common Properties” Huynh Ngoc Sy, “Common Properties” Le Qua, Son-
in-law of Secretary “Common Properties” Party Nong Duc Manh.
 
Torture and violation in brief:
 
- Weapons : Satellite Mind Control, Satellite Behavior Control, Satellite Brains 
Communication Network, Satellite Microwave Weapon, Satellite Laser weapon and 
unknown Weapon. These weapons are also called Directed Energy and Neurological 
Weapon.  
 
- Methods :
            a. After reading my brain, they used the persons who have similar body parts or 
faces to terrorize my mind, my mental sense. Slit my relationship and isolate me alone 
from society community.
            b. Trapping plan. Then using above weapons to control and affect my mind and 
behavior. Making decisions in mind for me while I do not know.



            c. When going out and working, they used the weapons (including V2K: voice to 
skull) to project into my mind for threatening sound and words such as "go away! shit!". 
Project many strange pictures in mind. Enforce to do next action when looking or seeing a 
action, otherwise bad-hearted faces appeared and threatened before. And now perps used 
above weapons. Perps used brains communication network to control many persons to 
act following their goals whereas controlled persons did not know about this. Perps did 
that for suppressing and torturing victims.
            d. They torture in mind and do not allow to thinking. When thinking about 
something, they immediately torture to make a threatening sense.
            e. They projected and shoot microwave (microwave weapon used in military) to my 
brain. 
            f.  They used other unknown weapons to dis-appear my tongue (to make sense 
about why report to newspapers for the undertable-money of Vietcombank's staff) and 
bend round my body. They sucked out the water in my body by a unknown weapon. They 
sliced/incised my inside-body and sinews with brutal pain but no remaining trace.
            g. Enforce to be a crimer such as selling and carrying heroin, gypsy broker for 
them (READ MORE ON MY BLOG).
            h. Language erasing: "goodnight" to be come "good and night words" or "look 
night" or "god light" or something like that. Ear erasing: the same with language erasing. 
The sound is made by different frequencies rate. Sight erasing: when seeing anything, 
they threaten and project microwave and project sounds no through ears to brain for 
making my mind to be crazy. All doing are to make "blind" of seeing, thinking, hearing and 
understanding.
            i. Sex violation: project sex scenes in mind and sex talking. Then enforced to fuck a 
gypsy but I denied. Prevented me to marry and have a child. Perps actioned as criminals 
of killing inherital-blooding.
            j. Private: watch all private things such as toilet, bathing, reproduction organ 
(penis, head of penis).
            k. Torture and simulate situations about business, religious and politics such as 
enforcing and threatening implemented by above weapons. Perps attempted to use copied 
motos of U.S. politicians and well-knowing people such as Condoleezza Rice, George W. 
Bush, John McCain, Barrack Obama, Bill Gates and other in Defense to libel the imagines 
during torture and suppression. Perps injected terrorist data to my brain and made bold-
thought to terrorize U.S. Attempting to enforce me to abroad after period of torture. (see 
daily recording http://twitter.com/khanhpham65).
            l. Brutal discrimination such as all businesses, women, places and etc are reserved 
for their wing and favorite races because I was born in middle of Vietnam and for reported 
action to newspapers referring to the undertable-money/bribes/corruption of 
Vietcombank's staffs.
            m. All my feelings, seeings and dreaming are catch by them under threatening by 
above weapons.
            n. One of brain erasing method is when I think example: "Today I am very tired", 
they project a person named "Mr. Tiree" to appear in brain. And they repeat this action in 
long period of time.
            o. They torture me 24x7.
            p. They usually rouse me to do a crazy action or illegal action.
            q. After each torture day, they erased my brain.
            r. Their actions are likely Red Khmer criminals. In-humanity, Cruel Actions and 
Crimes against humanity. 
            s. Enforce and threaten me to go out of my country. I had to go out 
of Vietnam. I went to Kulalumpur (Malaysia) and I was brutally tortured in a virtual prison. 
Perps said I am a prisoner of C.I.A. I seldom go out of home and I was jailed in home.  
 
- Injuries: Any pain in body will take a trip to the brain. The brain is exactly a place to 
contain all pains that a person feel about. I could not stand their brutal torture. Many 
times I thought about the death and really want to die. Injured brain and blindness. These 



tortures could make me to be cancer brain sickness. "Common Properties" Vietcombank 
and Public's Securities are inhumanity and criminals against human.  
 
- Wishes: In future, any organization brings Vietcombank wing's devils to ICC 
(International Criminal Court) is a hope for Vietnam Human Being. Leading many brutal-
torture years: Nguyen Phuoc Thanh-Vietcombank, Secretary “Common Properties” Le 
Thanh Hai, “Common Properties” Minister of Public’s Securities Le Hong Anh, Lead of 
"Common Properties" Securities Department in their HCMC Nguyen Chi Thanh and other 
involved (new: Minister of Defense Phung Quanh Thanh is just added and Malaysia 
Governors dated 20/06/2009). Chairman of Vietnam government Nguyen Minh Triet is also 
leading the crime against humanity.
 
Devils of “Common Properties” Vietcombank and Public’s Securities used weapons in 
warfare (as above) for brutally suppressing and torturing in Vietnam business. After these 
devils have finished torture, they brain-washing and brain-erasing for forgot and no 
problems as they said. I daily wrote some facts that I could remember. They followed the 
slogan “eat all” (bribes, robbing business, eat brain: brain-erasing to set-up their data into 
brain). They enforced “step by step” me to the death in life by trapping of controlling brain 
from satellite mind control weapon. And they connected with Malaysia Government to 
brutally torture inhumanity in Kula Lumpur. I was in prison in Malaysia established by 
“Common Properties” Vietcombank and Public’s Securities. During brutally torture, they 
called this is C.I.A prison and some of them came from Washington D.C. I am only a 
business owner in a trading company and surely not involved to any U.S policies and not 
came to U.S yet. After escaped and backed in Vietnam, I was daily tortured 24 hours a day 
and 7 days a week by behavior control & moving/motor control of satellite mind control 
weapon and terrorized by satellite neurological weapon. Killing victim to be death all when 
they set-up/ inject other brain data to my brain. And I will never be me and they removed 
my family love out me. They could boost up the brain and when they release I unlike a 
human with suspend thinking. Daily I was stood by dirty words, slandering & reviling from 
them and enforced to leave Vietnam for releasing the business on hand to them and their 
“che^’ch or ta`u”. Night and day, they set-up/ injected to make “bold-thought” for affirming 
that Saigon is their “che^’ch”. “When their sons went abroad and called ‘what relative-
blooding oversea Vietnamese is!’ without ashamed. Enforced to leave Vietnam and after 
that said ‘what relative-blooding Vietnamese!’”. So why object Exclusive “Common 
Properties” Vietnam Party while they robbed and brutally suppressed Vietnamese in my 
country.
 
Please read my full story and more information in my blog (including videos and 
frequencies recorded): http://wordpressblog.dakha.com.

I am looking forward to your reply soon.
 
Best regards,

Khanh Dac Pham 
Director 
Dakha Co., Ltd 
Tel: (848) 38539662 New Fax: +1 (206) 203 4719
Mobile: 84 (0) 909905651
Fax: (848) 38539673 (just death) / just added new fax: 44 (0) 151 672 0428 (just be 
deactivated)
Email: khanh@dakha.com; khanh.pham@dakha.com; phamdackhanh@gmail.com
Add1: 48 Binh Tay, P.1, Dist 6, Saigon, Vietnam. 
Add2: 36 Pham Dinh Ho, P.2, Dist 6, Saigon, Vietnam. 
Old add: 75 Road No 24, Ward 1, Dist 6, Saigon, Vietnam. 
Blog: http://wordpressblog.dakha.com 



Yahoo Id & MSN: khanhpham65 
Videos: http://www.youtube.com/khanhpham65
Internet: ADSL is death. And I have changed to a prison adsl provider EVN with many 
nearby IPs attacking and hacking to my computer. The former general director of this 
provider was arrested because of bribing and bumming.
 
PLEASE SHARE WITH ALL OF CONGRESS

Torture And Using Mind Control Weapon For Business. Enforced To Carry And Sell 
Heroin 

                                                                                                              Date: 21/01/2009

In 2002, I started up my business to earn money for studying abroad as a dream. I 
did the business that is to follow characteristic of Vietnamese business style. I met 
some issues about business chain of procedure executive, have not met about them 
before. Following current stepping, all my company issues have also resolved.

In 2003, I expanded the business and the problems started from the breaking up with 
my girlfriend. The arguing among me, my girlfriend and Vietcombank’s staff for 
under-table money. Vietcombank’s staff did not please with the under-table money 
and she wanted to rob my business rather than the under-table money. I and my 
girlfriend felt about country, terrible. I and my girlfriend have broken up the 
relationship for this reason. Then, a Vietcombank’s staff said: “Take care! We 
directly buy these products as well”. I was shocked and I have posted a few words to 
recount this problem to Tuoi Tre newspaper and Thanh Nien newspaper. Then, I 
have not received any feedback from these newspapers. Referring to the relationship 
with my girlfriend, I wanted to try keeping the relationship with her by entreating 
her to think about how many years in love together. After that, I have received many 
threatening words by phone and phone-message even threatening to kill if meeting 
her and after threatening for my company. Because of loving her, I imaged that she 
had other boy-friend and accepted to withdraw this love. I wondered that this doing 
would go away even though I was heart-broken and not easy to forget her. Just a few 
month later, I began to lose the business step by step by some threatens in streets and 
my office. My mentality went down for that. I desired to make a report to the public 
securities. They threatened me when I prepared to report to the city’s public 
securities. A city’s public securities gate-guard man told me go back home and 
written in paper that you want to article to. I was afraid of being killed but I did not 
know who they were. I did not make a report because I felt the no more threatening 
in next many days.

In 2004, a day, I had to change a stamp of the company. I went to the public securities 
department, one person came inside to. It seemed to be that if I had any report, they 
would have actions to harm me. I was really scared at that time. Then my friends 
began to be aloof me because of misunderstanding together about my girlfriend. 
Someone had made a trick to this misunderstanding. My relatives began to be aloof 
me because of losing business, such as the distribution contract, to a competitive 



company. Sometime, I felt that this company was them. Sometime, I thought they are 
Vietcombank. Possibly, they are Vietcombank.

In 2005, I began the alone life with many traps ahead that I could not image about 
ones. They continuously made me in trouble about my brain. For instance, using 
some persons who had similar faces and body of my friends, family and my knowing 
people, made me to get nervous. And using other bad-hearted men threatened me. 
The importance, when I had any task to back in business with my over-sold products, 
they had some bad-hearted men to threaten me. I really did not understand that why 
they knew exactly my position, even moving position in the street. I actually got 
nervous. Time goes by, my mentality goes down seriously. Once, I was seeing on TV 
broadcast, I felt and heard someone told me going to The Palace of Independence 
(The Palace of Unification: Dinh Thong Nhat).  Something was happening there. 
Then, I went to there by motor-bicycle. Tourist assistant took me a tour for viewing a 
history story of Vietnam War. I saw many similar faces and body of my father, 
relatives and relatives of relatives around me. This time I did not get any nervous 
because they are friendly enough. In each room, somebody tried to affect me to 
understand their aim about the war. And I knew the story in their way. Specially, I 
heard this story when I was a student. But this time, I heard different meaning and I 
did not know it was a trap. Then, somebody affected me to go around and around city 
with strange something. When I went home, I went to a counter street and faced to a 
dangerous without the fatality. 

In 2006 and 2007, two bad-hearted faces suddenly appeared in a nearby stall. He took 
a photo to me. I was very worry and rush to call my father taking me to my auntie. In 
days here, I saw many strange actions from passer-by, such as nodding. In case, I did 
not any next action for seeing a thing, an action, a bad-hearted face immediately 
appeared with dangerous aimed action to affect me doing next action. Day by day, I 
had to do this. Otherwise, I would be killed by a bad-hearted face. I could not stand 
any more and my mother took me to a hospital. On road to Cho Ray hospital, 
somebody said “Cho Lon market is for quiverful and foreigner”. I was crazy to sing a 
song in Cho Ray hospital and I had a strange action like a crazy mind person. When I 
was waiting to see a doctor, somebody said “where is Dang Thuy Tram” and I saw a 
woman who was handling the book of “Dang Thuy Tram” story. Then, I usually took 
medicine and got back to normal state but looking like stupid. I would be thick when 
I was hard thinking. Next days, I lived in nervous and I was threatened at home. I 
had changed to other hospital but I still lived at home. Some nights, I heard strange 
steps and threatening words. A night, he said “this is a bullet of gun, take care!” And 
sounds are emitted from a falling bullet. In some period of time, they threatened to 
fuck my vent and cut off my penis. It was crazy things that I have not met yet.

Then, they were silent in period of time. They backed in some special dates, such as 
30-4, 2-9. In these periods, they used the high-tech weapon (maybe the weapons in 
army) to send out micro sound waves impacting my brain. I can not stand these crazy 
micro sound waves and my brain seemed to be imploded. They threatened to kill me 
daily. They threatened everything such as life, career, mentality and sexuality. They 



used naughty and taint words to blast me. They destroyed my mentality and relation. 
They threatened to enforce me to fuck a hooker instead of finding a girl-friend to 
marry. They threatened me that if I get married, they will fuck my wife first and 
later. That’s so terrible. After threatening by micro sound waves and voices, they 
used pictures to project in my brain affecting me to be crazy mind. Sometimes, I 
desired to be death by falling from high floor because I could not stand any more. 
They used reading human-brain weapon (Mind Control [1]) and brain-
communicated network weapon to torture me. 

In 2008, following above weapons, they violated me when I worked in my working 
company and they tortured night and day. When I just started to work in a new 
company, they continuously blasted “be-gone” and “bad-words”. Specially, I did hear 
it alone and my colleague did not hear it.

On April 2008, they re-threatened me by reading human-brain weapon, brain-
communicated network weapon and projecting image weapon. Midnight, I felt 
palsied and they threatened to cut my penis. I was crying for scaring and I called my 
parent. I had to change a bed place for sleeping. They continuously blasted “be-
gone”. They projected the image of Mrs. Khai Hoan to my brain and said “to 
vamoose out of here”. Mrs. Khai Hoan is a speaker on Hochiminh City Television. 
Then, they enforced me to leave Vietnam within three days. Otherwise, they would 
kill me. I could not stand the threatening, torture and frightening. They said “why 
U.S? They want Canada”. I said “I did not know! Please let me alone. I am not a 
politician and I did not want to involve politic work”. Then, they extremely tortured 
me and enforced me to crawl out of home to Le Minh’s House and had to scream “Le 
Minh King”. Otherwise, they would kill me. My country did not have a King. I 
extremely frightened and had to promise if I escape to oversea country and let me 
alone, I will bend down. They did not accept. Then, I caused my father to buy a ticket 
flying to Malaysia for hiding. I would intend to stay there a few years if I got a job 
there. When my father was at a ticket representation, they threatened to jugulate my 
father. I was crazy in mind. But then, my father also bought a ticket for me. After 
that, I flew to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. When I was on the flight, they used brain-
communicator weapon to project a man appearing in my brain. He is Hoai Linh, a 
stager at oversea. He said something during the flying but I could not remember. 
After leaving Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA), I stayed at room No.208 
in Orkid  Inn Hotel, 258 Jln Pudu 55100 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia. During two days 
here, that was awe-inspiring days. Le Minh wing had used high-tech weapons to grill 
me. Specially, these weapons brought on real torture but it did not track on me. They 
disappeared my tongue with many tortures. I could not burst out. Then they bended 
round my body. It was an awe-inspiring sight. They continuously torture me till to 
become crazy mind and torture body. After that, somebody said “we are Spring 
Party. Do you want to follow?”. And I said “I do not want to follow politic way”. 
Then, they did not say anything and I did not hear any their sound. Le Minh wing 
enforced me to kotow and crawl around the room. They said “you are a prisoner of 
C.I.A and here is C.I.A prison”. They robbed me a swatch and a hand-phone. Then a 
Malaysian said “if you want to stay in Malaysia, you have to do the same, crawling”. 



At that time, I was very crazy and I did that. And they said “a man will come to my 
room and fuck my vent. And he could beat me”. Then, they said “they are kidding”. 
After that, a U.S wing, Malaysia & Russia wing argued together. And let me as a 
sample for torturing. They said “who is stronger?”. I was awe-inspiring and I tried 
all my energy to escape the room and leaved the hotel. I went to other hotel but I did 
not find any safety hotel. Then I went back to KLIA. I was threatened on the way to 
KLIA. At KLIA, they, Le Minh wing, threatened me again. Then, they said “we are 
Southern Vietnam Republican Party. And somebody is represented for Washington 
D.C”. And they tortured at KLIA when people was around there. They used an 
weapon to disappear the water in my body. Then, they had used high-tech weapon as 
at the room of the hotel. And they incised my inside body and concurrently 
threatened in mind. They incised me two phases. Second time was more torture. 
What awe-inspiring was for me! They enforced me to go to the border of Vietnam 
and Cambodia to carry Heroin to Vietnam for Le Minh. I denied. Theretofore, I said 
“I want to be death by a shoot at head”. They did not agree and continuously 
tortured me at the air port. Then, they enforced me to run to a forest. Otherwise, they 
would shoot my legs. But I requested to shoot my head. They did not shoot and they 
tried other methods to enforce me into a forest. I was at that forest for a day with 
their threatening. They threatened that all business products are their, Le’s relative. 
Late afternoon, I leaved the forest and backed to KLIA for finding my items and 
made a report to KLIA police. I reported the police by speaking and then writing a 
report by the police’s speaking. Then, I found to some hotels nearby for staying but I 
have not found it. They said “somebody will take you soon”. Then, a Malaysia, tour 
assistant took me back Orkid Inn Hotel but Time Square Branch. Next few days, I 
changed the hotel. And they began to swear me all day. Then, I went back to my 
country. After I went back my country, they continuously threatened me and they 
wanted to cut my penis again. This time, they projected a man in my brain. He is Van 
Son, a stager at oversea. Then, they continuously swore, violated, threatened to kill 
and tortured till now. In recent days, they used many politicians in many countries 
and my country to threaten me. Their method affected to my brain and it seemed to 
be erasing brain method. Now, I am hard to listening and understanding a 
conversation or a topic. When I worked for Delivery Vietnam Company(Japan), First 
Consultants Croup(USA), Sopia Saigon Company (Japan) and Total Soft 
Bank(Korea), they used above equipment to emit a sound “go away, go away, bull 
shit” to my brain and disturbed me whole working time. They tortured all night and I 
myself try to work next morning. Now, they threatened to make me to do not work 
anymore. They used mind control to eraser English language and each time I used it 
they will torture. They will torture me if I still go to English class. And now, they 
threatened for not allow to go out of home.

I remember these facts that are recalling method of torture. Till now, I just 
understand that sometime in the past I can not control the thinking because of 
reading human-brain weapon, human-behavior-affected weapon and brain-
communicated network weapon. They can control my thinking and speaking. They 
create people’s voice and they control people’s speaking. The right for thinking does 
not have. They used those weapons for their business organization to curtail business. 



They curtailed my business before and now they want to curtail other businesses. I 
could not show my story to Human Right Organization because they threatened to 
commit me to prison for mistakes in life such as business, reading confusing/arguing 
internet articles. I read these articles in recent days because I am continuously 
threatened and violated by their weapons. The thing I do not have that are testimony 
and witness. They seem to break most Articles in Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights – UN [2]. I could not stand for any more. I think about the death. I hope 
everything will show the true. It is not easy whether Justices is existent or not?

Khanh Dac Pham
Phone: 84-90-9905651
Email: khanhpham65@yahoo.com
Y ! ID: khanhpham65 
Evidences: 
       + evidence.doc (http://sites.google.com/site/khanhpham65/Home/evidence.doc)
       + MindControl.doc 
       + ThietBiDocNao-NationalGeographic.doc 
       + MindMachine-BehaviorMachine.doc
Blog: http://wordpressblog.dakha.com ; http://www.myspace.com/353074495
Video: http://www.youtube.com/khanhpham65 
Playlist: http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=2584CA21FA7FE807
Address: 48 Binh Tay Str, Ward 1, Dist 6, HCM City, Vietnam.
Address before 03-09-2008:
75 Road No 24, Ward 11, Dist 6, HCM City, Vietnam.

[1] Mind Control and Microwave Weapon:
http://wordpressblog.dakha.com/?p=153 Mind Control Weapon transferred to 
Vietnam for torture [War Crimes: Cuba-Vietnam connection] 
http://www.illuminati-news.com/gov-mc.htm
http://www.mindcontrolforums.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z91bg9BghaE&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpmNTA2FzRw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSEs6EGBZA0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKdKk-M01ug
http://www.google.com/search?
client=opera&rls=en&q=mind+control+electronic&sourceid=opera&ie=utf-
8&oe=utf-8
http://www.netti.fi/~makako/mind/yu.txt

[2]  Universal Declaration of Human Rights – UN:
http://www.unhchr.ch/udhr/lang/eng.htm








